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FITNESS X CHALLENGE 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) 

 
Section A: General Information 
 
1. What is the Fitness X Challenge about?  
 
The Fitness X Challenge is a physical activity initiative by the Health Promotion Board (“HPB”) 
to encourage Participants (“Participants”) to be more physically activity every day by 
embarking on an exploratory journey of different physical activity programmes curated within 
the community. The Challenge is a pilot project by HPB and targets Operationally Ready 
National Servicemen (NSmen). The Fitness X Challenge and the Passport stamp card will 
only be opened to selected groups of males during the recruitment roadshows either during 
Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at selected locations outside camps.   
 
 
2. How does the Fitness X Challenge work? 
 
Participants can sign up by downloading the Healthy 365 mobile app from Google Play Store 
or Apple App Store. Participants who have successfully signed up for the Challenge on the 
Healthy 365 mobile app will receive a physical Fitness X Passport stamp card during Fitness 
X recruitment roadshows held either during Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at selected 
roadshows outside of camps.  
 
Using the Fitness X Passport, Participants takes part in the Challenge by: 

 Attending selected physical activity programmes 

 Earning stamps on the stamp card for their attendance at these programme sessions   

 Unlock milestone rewards  

 Rewards earned can be redeemed for HPB Loyalty Programme e-Vouchers on the 
Healthy 365 e-wallet  

 
 
3. When does the Fitness X Challenge start?  

 
The Fitness X Challenge will officially start on 25 February 2019, 0000 hours and ends on 
31 May 2019, 2359 hours. Participants can only accumulate stamps on their Fitness X 
Passport during the Challenge period.   
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Section B: Registration 
 
4. Who can sign-up? 
 
To join the Challenge, Participants must be:  

 Singaporean males or male Permanent Resident (PR) of Singapore  

 Between 21 to 50 years old   
 
 
5. Who is eligible to collect the Fitness X Passport?  
 
Participants have to meet the above Participant Eligibility (see Section B-4) and have 
successfully signed up for the Challenge on the Healthy 365 mobile app in order to receive 
the Fitness X Passport stamp card. The Fitness X Passport (and Challenge entry code) will 
only be issued at recruitment roadshows held either during Army ICTs or at selected 
roadshows outside of camps. 

 

 

6. How do I sign up for the Fitness X Challenge?  
 
Interested participants will have to download the Healthy 365 mobile app from Google Play 
Store or Apple App Store, agree to the Terms and Conditions of app as well as the Fitness X 
Challenge to participate. To join the Challenge, you will also need to key in a Challenge entry 
code provided during the recruitment roadshows (either during Army ICTs or at selected 
roadshows outside of camps) on the Healthy 365 mobile app, following which the Fitness X 
Passport stamp cards will be issued to participants. 
 
 
7. Is the Healthy 365 app compatible with my smart phone?  
 
Please check that both the version of your phone’s operating system (OS) and your phone 
model are compatible with the Healthy 365 mobile app. For smartphone OS versions, the 
Healthy 365 app requires at least Android 4.4 and iOS 8 and above to operate. 

 
 

8. Can I sign up for the Fitness X Challenge outside of camp? 
 
The Fitness X Challenge and the Passport stamp card will only be opened to selected groups 
of males during the recruitment roadshows either during Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at 
selected locations outside camps. The Fitness X Passport stamp cards is required to complete 
the Challenge and will only be issue at the selected recruitment roadshows.  
 
 
9. Must I pay to participate in the Fitness X Challenge? 
 
Participation in the Fitness X Challenge and its curated physical activity programmes are free 
of charge.  
 
 
10. Can I sign up on behalf of my NS buddies, colleagues or family members? 
 
Each individual NRIC and phone number can only be registered to one (1) Fitness X Passport 
stamp card. And each person must sign up individually on their own smartphone at the Fitness 
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X recruitment roadshows held either during selected Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at 
selected roadshows outside of camps.  
 
 
11. Can I sign up on Healthy 365 and not use the Fitness X Passport stamp card or vice 

versa?  
 
Participants will need to sign up successfully for the Fitness X Challenge on the Healthy 365 
mobile app and collect their physical Fitness X Passport stamp card during recruitment 
roadshows (during Army ICTs or at selected roadshow locations outside camps) in order to 
participate in the Challenge.  

 
 
12. I am an NSman. Can I join the Fitness X Challenge?  
 
The Fitness X Challenge and the Passport stamp card will only be opened to selected groups 
of males during the recruitment roadshows either during Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at 
selected locations outside camps. If you have not been engaged at any recruitment roadshows 
and received a Challenge entry code, you will not be able to join the Fitness X Challenge on 
Healthy 365 or get the Fitness X Passport.  

 
 

13. Will I receive an SMS or email to confirm my sign-up after I register on the Healthy 
365 mobile app? 

 
No, there will not be an auto-generated SMS or email to confirm your sign up. You will only 
receive an SMS one-time password if you are restoring your profile on the Healthy 365 mobile 
app. 

 
 

14. How do I withdraw from the Fitness X Challenge and are there any penalties?  
 
No penalty will be imposed. You may email to FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg to withdraw 
from the Fitness X Challenge. Please note that you will not be entitled to redeem any rewards 
after you have withdrawn from the Challenge. You will not be allowed to join the same 
challenge again upon withdrawal. 
 
 
15. What is the Health Declaration and why is it needed? 
 
The Health Declaration is a physical activity readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q) for those 
between 15 to 69 years of age. It is a simple self-screening tool that should be used by anyone 
who is planning to start an exercise programme. Regular exercise is associated with many 
health benefits and increasing physical activity is safe for most people. However, some people, 
especially those with medical conditions, should check with their doctor before they become 
more physically active.  
 
In Fitness X Challenge, it hopes to encourage Participants to embark on regular physical 
activity and embark on an exploratory journey of physical activities programmes in the 
community. However, Participants’ safety is always our highest priority and we want to ensure 
that Participants are able to embark on physical activities in a safe and appropriate way. Hence, 
the Health Declaration is a mandatory component, where Participants are required to complete 
and submit the Health Declaration in the Healthy 365 mobile app before they can start the 
Fitness X Challenge. 

mailto:FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg
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Participants who did not pass the Health Declaration, i.e. those who answered “Yes” to one or 
more of the questions in the Health Declaration, are still able to participate in the Fitness X 
Challenge are encouraged to consult with their doctor and obtain medical clearance before 
embarking on the physical activities programmes under the Challenge. 
  
 
16. How do I redo my Health Declaration?  
 
You will be prompted by the Healthy 365 mobile app to update your Health Declaration every 
6 months.  
 
If you had not passed the Health Declaration previously (i.e. you answered “Yes” to more than 
one question in the Health Declaration) but have since obtained medical clearance from your 
doctor to embark on physical activities, you may update your Health Declaration form by 
downloading it from here and submit to us at FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg.  
 
  

https://www.healthhub.sg/sites/assets/Assets/Programs/NSC4-MainChallenge/pdfs/Health-Declaration-Form-MVPA.pdf
mailto:FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg
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Section C: Curated Physical Activity Programmes 
 
17. What is the Fitness X Challenge Mechanics?  

 
Step 1:  
Download the Healthy 365 mobile app from Google Play Store or Apple App Store. For 
smartphone operating system (OS) versions, the Healthy 365 app requires at least Android 
4.4 or iOS 8 and above to operate.   
 

 
 
Step 2:  
Sign up for the Fitness X Challenge on the Healthy 365 mobile app and receive a physical 
copy of the Fitness X Passport during Fitness X recruitment roadshows (either during Army 
ICTs or at selected roadshow locations outside camps). Key in the Challenge entry code given 
during the recruitment roadshow to join the Challenge.   
 

 
 
Step 3:  
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Register to join any of the Curated Physical Activity Programmes via the Healthy 365 mobile 
app1. Refer to Section C-19 for a step-by-step guide on how to register.  
 
Step 4:  
Earn a stamp from the facilitators at the physical activity programme site when you present 
your Fitness X Passport before the end of each session. 
 
Step 5:  
Get double the stamps when the Participant brings a friend (who also has the Fitness X 
Passport) along for the physical activity programme on the same day. Both participants must 
join the Challenge and must present their Fitness X Passports to the facilitators onsite.   
 
Step 6:  
Upon reaching each Milestone Reward Tier, Participants can submit a Milestone Rewards 
redemption entry by taking a picture of their Fitness X Passport and sending it to 9869 9114 
via Whatsapp.  
 

 
18. What are the physical activity programmes available on the Fitness X Challenge for 

participation?  
 

Physical 
Activity 

Programmes 

Description Scheduled release onto Challenge & 
Registration 

Feb Mar Apr May 

i-Run 
 

Running can be fun. 
Join our free weekly 
runs at scenic and 
iconic locations, and 
let our professional 
trainers and pacers 
help you become a 
better runner! Hone 
your running 
techniques and learn 
about injury 
prevention at our 
running clinics.  
  

Register via Healthy 365 mobile app 

 
 

Kaki Sports 
 

Head down with your 
kakis for a game of 
football, floorball, 
ultimate frisbee and 
many more. 
Regardless of your 
fitness level, you can 
up your game with 
basic drills and learn 
some game-based 
skills over a weekend 
of fitness and 
bonding.  

Register via Healthy 365 mobile app 

 
 

                                                           
1 Note that HPB is progressively migrating our events booking from the HPB CPRMS Event Registration 

Portal to the Healthy 365 mobile app between January and March 2019. From February 2019 to 1st 
March, physical activity programmes will be made available for booking in stages on the Healthy 365 
mobile app. Do check out our website at www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle for details on the available 
physical activity programmes and on how to make bookings. 

http://www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle
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Quick HIIT 
 

Join this high-
intensity circuit and 
strength training to 
keep your heart rate 
up and burn more fats 
in less time. Available 
at 23 locations with 
both mixed and male-
only sites, these 
traditional callisthenic 
and body weight 
exercises are 
designed to suit all 
fitness levels.   

Not on 
Challenge 

Register 
via HPB 
Events 

Portal on 
CPRMS 

Register via Healthy 
365 mobile app 

 

Let’s Run @ 
Downtown 
 

(Healthy Workplace 
Ecosystem) 
Join our run to get 
tips on achieving your 
personal best running 
time, while enjoying 
the scenic view of 
Downtown.  

Not on 
Challenge 

Register 
via HPB 
Events 

Portal on 
CPRMS 

Register via Healthy 
365 mobile app 

 

Gladiator 
Workout @ 
Alexandra 
Technopark 
 
*Gladiator 
Workout @ 
SGH Campus 
 

(Healthy Workplace 
Ecosystem)  
Gladiators are known 
for their tenacity and 
you will train like one! 
We have crafted our 
own unique circuit 
training that will 
certainly move you 
closer to your fitness 
goal!   
 
 
*NOTE: Participants 
may wish to o bring 
their own mats/towels 
for greater comfort 
while doing exercises 
on the floor.   
 

Not on 
Challenge 

Register 
via HPB 
Events 

Portal on 
CPRMS 

Register via Healthy 
365 mobile app 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Gladiator Workout @ 
SGH Campus will only 
be happening in April 

The physical activity programmes listed above are subject to changes by HPB. In event of any 
inclement weather conditions, conduct of the physical activity programmes will be assessed 
onsite by our instructors. 
 

 
19. How can I register and book for the physical activity programmes? 
 

1. Open the Healthy 365 mobile app 
2. Tap on ‘Nearby Event’ on the bottom scroll bar. Tap on ‘Search’ to search by keywords 

or tap on ‘Filter’ to search for event by location 
3. Select the preferred event to view 
4. Tap on ‘Register’ to view the full schedule 
5. Check the preferred sessions to proceed for registration (Note that registration is 

subject to location capacity) 
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6. Confirm registration to see ‘successfully registered’ message 
7. An error message will be displayed if the event has reached maximum capacity. Please 

select other available programme slots in such cases.  
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20. Can I still register via the former HPB Events Registration Portal on CPRMS for the 
curated physical activity programmes? 
 

Kindly refer to the table on Section C-18 for the registration of each physical activity 
programme. As HPB is progressively migrating our events booking from HPB CPRMS Event 
Registration Portal to the Healthy 365 mobile app, from February 2019 to 1st April 2019, 
physical activity programmes will be made available for booking in stages on the Healthy 365 
mobile app. 
 
Check out www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle for details on the available physical activity 
programmes on the Fitness X Challenge and on how to make bookings via Healthy 365 mobile 
app. 

 
 

21. I was present at another HPB physical activity programme. Can I count my 
attendance as part of the Fitness X Challenge and get my stamps?  

 
Only physical activity programmes on the Fitness X Challenge will qualify for accumulation of 
stamps on the Fitness X Passport stamp card. Please refer to Section C-18 for the available 
physical activity programmes currently on the Fitness X Challenge. You may also visit  
www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle for details on the available physical activity programmes.  
 
 
22. I was present at one of the curated physical activity programmes last week. Can I 

count my attendance as part of the Fitness X Challenge and get my stamps? 
 

Attendance taking and accumulation of stamps retrospectively for past session of physical 
activity will not be permitted. Participants will have to collect their stamps on the day of workout 
itself.  
 
 
23. How do I view or cancel registered physical activity programme sessions?  

 
1. You may either tap on “View Bookings’ upon successful registration or select “Bookings” 

from the Healthy 365 app. Upcoming registered events will appear on screen.  
2. To cancel registered events, tap on “Cancel” next to the event and confirm the 

cancellation. A successful cancellation message will appear.  

http://www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle
http://www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle
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24. How do I take attendance onsite at the physical activity programme?  
 

1. The onsite facilitator will provide the event QR code for attendance taking. Launch the 
Healthy 365 mobile app and tap on the camera icon to scan the QR code. A successful 
check in message will pop up upon scanning.  

2. If you do not have a smart-phone or did not bring your phone along, you may provide 
your NRIC to the onsite facilitator to enter the attendance manually through the 
backend system 
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25. Can I get someone to attend the physical activity programme on my behalf?  

 
Participants will have to attend the physical activity programmes in person.  
 
 
26. Can I get stamps on the Buddy-Up Rewards Tier when my friend leaves early from 

the physical activity programme? 
 
Participants will need to have complete majority of their workout to get the stamp on their 
Fitness X Passport. Facilitators onsite will exercise discretion on the awarding of stamps for 
participants.  
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Section D: Fitness X Passport 
 
27. How do I accumulate stamps on my Fitness X Passport stamp card?  
 
Participants earn 1 stamp for each physical activity programme attended (under Individual 
Rewards Tier).  

 
 
Participants who bring a friend to the same physical activity programme will earn 2 stamps, 
i.e. 1 stamp on the Individual Reward Tier and 1 stamp on the Buddy-Up Rewards Tier. Both 
Participants must join the Challenge and present their Fitness X Passports onsite to receive 
the stamps.   

 

 
 
 
28. Am I allowed to accumulate stamps if I forgot to take my attendance from earlier 

physical activity sessions?  
 
Attendance taking will only be done on the actual day, by the end of the workout session. 
Participants will not be allowed to get stamps on a retrospective basis, in the event that he 
forgets to take attendance for any earlier physical activity programmes. 
 
 
29. Can I transfer my stamps to another person?  
 
Stamps on each Fitness X Passport are not transferrable. 
 
 
30. Can I get someone to attend the physical activity programme on my behalf with my 

Fitness X Passport stamp card?   
 

Participants will have to attend the physical activity programmes in person. Participants are 
required to present their Fitness X Passport and photo ID (with name)2 by the end of the 
workout session to the onsite facilitators for verification and to collect the stamps. 
 
 

                                                           
2 Photo ID should contain name which corresponds to the name on the Participant’s Fitness X Passport 
stamp card  
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31. Where can I obtain the Fitness X Passport stamp card?  
 
Collection of the Fitness X Passport stamp card will be done during Fitness X recruitment 
roadshows held either during selected Army in-camp trainings (ICTs) or at selected roadshows 
outside of camps. Only Participants who have successfully signed up for the Challenge on the 
Healthy 365 mobile app (using the Challenge entry code issued) during the recruitment shows 
will be issued with their Fitness X Passports.  
 
 
32. Can I get more than 1 Fitness X Passport stamp card?  
 
One Participant is entitled to only one (1) Fitness X Passport for the duration of the Challenge. 
Fitness X Passports are available on a first-come-first-served (while stocks last). HPB’s 
decision on the issuance of Fitness X Passports during recruitment roadshow is final.  

 
 

33. I have lost/ damaged by Fitness X Passport stamp card. Can it be replaced? 
 
Fitness X Passports are non-replaceable if they are lost, misplaced or damaged.  
 
 
34. My Fitness X Passport stamp card is torn apart. Can I still use it for collection of 

stamps? 
 
The Fitness X Passport stamp card should remain intact and clearly indicate the Participant’s 
full name. Cards which are torn apart (e.g. name section and stamps sections separated in 
two) will be void. Thus no stamps shall be provided and rewards redemptions will not be 
permitted.    
 
 
35. If I am late for the physical activity programme session, can I still get a stamp?  
 
Participants are expected to have attended a reasonable duration of the workout session to 
be awarded the stamp(s) by our facilitators onsite. Participants are encouraged to be on time 
to maximise the training benefits and to minimise the disruptions to on-ground training conduct.  
 
 
36. Am I allowed to help a friend complete his Fitness X Passport? 

 
Participants are to only accumulate stamps on their own Fitness X Passport. Participants who 
have completed their own Fitness X Passport should not seek to complete another person’s 
Fitness X Passport on their behalf.  
 
However, participants who have completed their Fitness X Passport can still enable another 
participant to accumulate stamps on his Buddy-Up Rewards Tier by both attending the same 
physical activity programme. Note that the completer needs to present his completed Fitness 
X Passports onsite.   
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Section E: Milestone Rewards and Redemptions 
 
37. How do I earn Milestone Rewards on the Fitness X Challenge?  
 
Participants have to attend the curated physical activity programmes under the Challenge to 
clock stamps on their Fitness X Passport. The number of stamps will correspond to the 
unlocking of Milestone Rewards on the Challenge. Participants can unlock and earn a 
maximum of $50 HPB e-vouchers on the Individual Rewards Tier. Participants can unlock and 
earn a maximum of $25 HPB e-vouchers on the Buddy-Up Rewards Tier.  
 

Stamps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Individual 
Rewards 
Tier 

 Collect 2 
stamps 
and get 
$10 

   Collect 6 
stamps 
and get 
additional 
$10 

  Collect all 
9 stamps 
and get 
additional 
$30 

Stamps A B C D E F G H I 

Buddy-Up 
Rewards 
Tier  

 Collect 2 
stamps 
and get $5 

 Collect 4 
stamps 
and get 
additional 
$5 

 Collect 6 
stamps 
and get 
additional 
$5  

 Collect 8 
stamps 
and get 
additional 
$5 

Collect all 
9  stamps 
and get 
additional 
$5 

 
 
38. Can I choose only to take part in the Individual Rewards Tier only? 
 
Participants may choose to complete the Individual Reward Tier to earn up to $50 HPB e-
vouchers.  
 
 
39. When do I have to redeem my Milestone Rewards after accumulating the stamps on 

my Fitness X Passport stamp card? 
  
Participants can submit their Fitness X Passports via Whatsapp to collect their Milestone 
Rewards from 25 February 2019, 0000 hours to 30 June 2019, 2359 hours (“Milestone 
Rewards Redemption Period”).     
 
 
40. How do I redeem for my Milestone Rewards?  
 
Upon reaching each Milestone Reward Tier, i.e.  

 At 2nd, 6th and 9th stamps on the Individual Rewards Tier and/or 

 At 2nd,4th,6th,8th and 9th stamps on the Buddy-Up Rewards Tier,  
 
Participants can submit a Milestone Rewards redemption entry by taking a picture of their 
Fitness X Passport and send it to 9869 9114 via Whatsapp. Indicate your full name, registered 
handphone number and the value of rewards to be redeemed (e.g. John Chua Mingyang, 
9XXX-XXX, Redemption for $10). Participants are to use their registered mobile number (on 
Healthy 365 mobile app and at the point of Fitness X recruitment roadshow registration) for 
submission of their Milestone Rewards redemption via Whatsapp.  
 
Participants need to ensure that their WhatsApp pictures clearly show the a) Serial number, 
b) Name, c) Telephone number and d) number of stamps obtained on one (1) Fitness X 
Passport stamp card. Blur or unclear pictures will not be accepted. Upon validation of the 
redemption entry, Participants will receive a notification via Whatsapp within 2 weeks with an 
activation code to redeem a HPB e-Voucher.  
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Note that submission of Milestone Rewards redemption entry will end by 30 June 2019, 2359 
hours. No further entries via Whatsapp will be entertained thereafter.  
 
 
41. I have reached a certain rewards milestone tier on my Fitness X Passport, but I have 

not completed the card. Am I allowed to redeem my reward for that milestone 
rewards tier first? 

 
Refer to Section E-37. Participants will able to receive their reward upon reaching each 
Milestone Reward Tier, i.e.  
• At 2nd, 6th and 9th stamps on the Individual Rewards Tier and/or 
• At 2nd,4th,6th,8th and 9th stamps on the Buddy-Up Rewards Tier,  
 
Participants can only redeem their reward once for each milestone reward tier. 
 
 
42. I have submitted my Fitness X Passport Milestone Rewards redemption entry via 

Whatsapp, but have yet to receive my rewards. 

 

Each submission of Milestone Rewards redemption entry on Whatsapp will receive an 

acknowledgement reply via Whatsapp. Note that validation of the redemption entry will take 

up to 2 weeks. Successful redemption entries will receive a notification via Whatsapp with a 

13-digit activation code to redeem for a HPB e-voucher. 

 
 

43. I do not use Whatsapp messenger. Am I able to email a picture of my Fitness X 
Passport or use someone else’s Whatsapp number to submit a Milestone Rewards 
redemption entry instead? 

 
Only submission of milestone rewards entry via Whatsapp is allowed. Participants are to use 
their registered mobile number (on Healthy 365 mobile app and at the point of Fitness X 
recruitment roadshow registration) for submission of their Milestone Rewards redemption via 
Whatsapp.  

 
 
44. How do I know if I am eligible to be one of the first 50 participants who can qualify 

for the $100 bonus HPB e-voucher incentive?  
 
The first 50 participants need to complete both Individual AND Buddy-Up Rewards Tiers 
to be eligible for the additional $100 bonus HPB e-voucher incentive (this is only applicable 
for the purposes of this Fitness X Challenge pilot initiative). Participants also need to provide 
their NRIC identification, valid mobile number and valid email at the point of recruitment 
roadshow registration to be eligible for the incentive. Participants who missed to provide any 
of the above details may email them to FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg.  
 
 
45. How do I know if I am the one of the first 50 participants to completed the Fitness X 

Passport?  
 

The first 50 participants need to complete both Individual AND Buddy-Up Tiers to be eligible 
for the additional $100 bonus HPB e-voucher incentive. Note that successful first 50 
participants will be notified 1 month after the Challenge Milestone Rewards redemption period 

mailto:FitnessXChallenge@hpb.gov.sg
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(i.e. 31 July 2019) via our website at www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle. Instructions on how to claim 
the $100 bonus HPB e-voucher incentive will be provided on our website. 

 
 

46. How do I use the activation code provided?  

 
 

 
 

http://www.gethealthy.sg/gohunkle
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47. How long is the activation code valid for?  
 
Activation codes (sent via Whatsapp to participants) are to be used within 7 days from receipt. 
Unused activation codes after the validity period will not be replaced.  
 

 
48. Where do I find my HPB e-Voucher after using the activation code?  
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Participants may then proceed to redeem the HPB e-Voucher at participating merchant outlets. 
HPB Loyalty Programme terms & conditions apply (see HPB Loyalty Programme T&Cs).  
 
 
49. How do I use my HPB e-Voucher?  

 
 

 
 

https://healthhub.sg/rewards/terms
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You may also watch a step-by-step video guide on how to use the HPB e-Voucher here: 

https://youtu.be/R87nlpKO4TA 

 
50. How long is the HPB e-Voucher valid for?  
 
Newly issued e-Vouchers credited from the usage of the activation codes will be valid for 
only 30 days (from date of usage of the activation code). Participants are to check the expiry 
date of the e-Voucher indicated on the thumbnail under Rewards >> My Wallet. Unused 
HPB e-Vouchers will not be carried over to future challenges.   

https://youtu.be/R87nlpKO4TA
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51. Do I get 750 bonus Healthpoints for signing up for the Fitness X Challenge? 

 
Participant will receive an auto-credited 750 bonus Healthpoints on their Healthy 365 mobile 
app when they sign up of the Fitness X Challenge at the selected recruitment roadshows 
during the recruitment roadshows (either during Army ICTs or at selected roadshows outside 
of camps). Please allow for up to 1 day for the auto-crediting of the 750 bonus Healthpoints to 
be reflected on Healthy365.  
 

 
52. How to use my Healthpoints?  
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You may also watch a step-by-step video guide on How to use my Healthpoints here: 
https://youtu.be/dn-sbo-bZHs 
 
 
53. How long is my Healthpoints valid for?  
 
Healthpoints have expiry date. Do check your Healthpoints Summary page on the Healthy 365 
mobile app for the necessary information.  
 

 
 

  

https://youtu.be/dn-sbo-bZHs
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Section F: Healthy 365 mobile app 
 
55. Do I need internet connection to use the Healthy 365 mobile app? 
 
The Healthy 365 mobile app requires Internet connection (data plan or WI-FI connection) to 
register for Challenges, update your Healthpoints and redeem rewards. The app does not 
require Internet connection to sync your steps/MVPA (moderate-to-vigorous physical activity) 
duration on the steps tracker to your smart phone as it uses Bluetooth® technology. However, 
Internet connection is required for the steps data to be sent to our Internet server for 
Healthpoints calculation and rewards redemption. Steps/MVPA data not sent to our server will 
not be captured in the event if you perform a reinstallation or profile restoration on the Healthy 
365 app. 
 
Note that steps/MVPA are not included as part of the Fitness X Challenge mechanics.  
 
 
56. How do I restore my profile and data?  
 
Before restoring your profile, please ensure that you have synchronised your latest step 
count/MVPA duration on the Healthy 365 mobile app. 
 
Please follow the below instructions:  

a) Tap on “Profile” on the menu bar of the Healthy 365 mobile app.  

b) Tap on the “Restore profile” button at the top of the page.  

c) Key in your NRIC and mobile number (as entered during registration) and tap on 
“Restore Now”.  

d) A 4-digit One-Time-PIN (OTP) will be sent to your registered mobile number via SMS. 
Key in the OTP accordingly and tap on “Submit”. Your data should appear on the profile 
page.  

 
Note: Should you not receive the OTP, please tap on “Resend” for a new OTP. Do note that 
if you tap on the “Resend” button multiple times, you may overload the server and receive 
multiple OTP subsequently. 
 
 
57. How do I update my profile?  
 
Before updating your profile, please ensure that you have synchronised your latest step count 
on the Healthy 365 mobile app.  
 
Please follow the below instructions:  

a) Tap on “Profile” on the menu bar of the Healthy 365 mobile app.  

b) Tap on the “Update profile” button at the top of the page.  

c) Key in your NRIC and mobile number (as entered during registration) and tap on 
“Request OTP”.  

d) A 4-digit One-Time-PIN (OTP) will be sent to your registered mobile number via SMS. 
Key in the OTP accordingly and tap on “Submit”. Your data should appear on the profile 
page for updating.  

 
Note: Should you not receive the OTP, please tap on “Resend” for a new OTP. Do note that 
if you tap on the “Resend” button multiple times, you may overload the server and receive 
multiple OTP subsequently. *Please note that NRIC and birth year are non-editable fields. 
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58. I accidentally deleted the Healthy 365 mobile app and now my Challenge data is 

missing.  
 
Please use the profile restoration feature to retrieve your Challenge data. 


